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Selection Bias in Historical Housing Data* 

Rowena Gray** 

 

Abstract 

A new sample containing rental price and characteristic data for over 15,000 New York City 

units was collected from historical newspapers for the period 1880 to 1910. These units were 

geolocated to the historical map of Manhattan Island to explore their geographic coverage, 

using Geographic Information System (GIS) software. This paper presents the new sample 

and discusses its representativeness of the New York City housing market during the sample 

period, with reference to the (limited) previous measures available in the literature and an 

analysis of the summary statistics of various subsamples of the data which can highlight 

selection biases. Finally, an analysis of the social status and ethnic composition of individuals 

located in the sample units in Census year 1880 is presented. Understanding the biases that 

might be present in this new sample will inform its usefulness in uncovering the workings of 

historical housing markets and in contributing to the scarce available information on 

historical housing costs. 
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A. Introduction 

This paper presents a new dataset of housing rents for New York City for the years 

1880 to 1910, which was gathered from information on rental prices and housing 

characteristics gleaned from five different, popular newspapers circulating during 

that period. It then discusses the selection problems that arise from using this 

approach, employing a variety of methods to test the extent of these problems. Firstly, 

the secondary literature was scanned for rental price data and any corresponding 

locations or characteristics, for a holistic comparison to the newspaper sample. Then, 

I present comparisons of summary statistics of location, rental price and unit 

characteristics from the following subsamples of the data: by newspaper (which 

allows us to infer the bias that would have existed had only one or two newspaper 

sources been used); according to whether price data was present in the 

advertisement or not (to assess the representativeness of the sample units); and 

according to the month in which the advertisement appeared (to explore biases 

introduced by the sampling procedure). Then, the paper goes further to explore the 

social status of individuals living in the sample buildings during the Census year 1880. 

The characteristics of these “sample" individuals are compared to ward averages 

from the 100% count Population Census data for New York City.  
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B. Existing Literature 

Few papers explore historical housing markets, due to data limitations.1 The most 

commonly used sources are institutional and tax records and newspaper 

advertisements.  For England and Wales, Clark (2002) collected data on 11,188 rental 

contracts over the very long run (1640-1909) from the records of charity groups. He 

used the observations on which there were multiple transactions to compute a 

quality-adjusted rental index and used this to construct estimates of trends in housing 

quality, showing that quality increased little during the Industrial Revolution even 

while rents increased. Devaney (2010) looked at deed and rent roll data from the City 

of London, to map out trends in commercial office rents over almost a century up to 

1959. It similarly finds no great increase in rents over that period, with more marked 

short run fluctuations. Samy (2015) used auction yearbooks and building society 

mortgage data to construct price and rental indices for London residential property 

from 1895 to 1922. Drelichman and Gonzalez Aguda (2014) constructed a dataset of 

rents for Toledo, Spain, over the years 1489-1600 based on the records of the 

Cathedral Chapter of the city. Eichholtz et al (2012) use annual data from institutions 

such as orphanages and hospitals for Amsterdam for the years 1550-1850 to 

construct a constant-quality rental index using the repeated measures approach. 

Most recently, Eicholtz et al (2017) uses a patchwork of sources to construct rental 

series for several European cities. 

 

                                                        
1 I discuss here only the existing literature relating to rents. There is also a growing 
body of work on sales prices, most recently Knoll et al (2017). 
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The use of newspaper advertisements as a source of rental information goes back at 

least to Rees (1961).  He used advertisements from 6 cities as a source of housing 

rental information, although he made no attempt to control for unit characteristics. 

For New York City, he chose the New York World because of its working class target 

audience, and this paper also makes use of that publication, as outlined below. Margo 

(1996) constructed a quality-adjusted index of rents for New York City and its 

surroundings for the period 1830-1860, using newspaper advertisements for this 

period. His sample contained fewer than 1,000 observations, but was comprehensive 

enough to estimate the capitalized value of various unit-level characteristics as well 

as the distance to City Hall. It also used 3 different newspapers, but they did not 

generally overlap in the years consulted so that the sample at any given point in time 

might be skewed towards the clientele of the particular paper. 

 

A recent study by Kholodilin (2016) presents monthly data on asking rents in Berlin 

gathered from advertisements found in the city’s two most popular advertising 

newspapers, from 1909 to 1917, and explores the determinants of trends in the time 

series during and after World War I and its consequent population and building 

fluctuations. It is, to our knowledge, the only other study that has geocoded rental 

information from historical newspapers and thus made use of detailed locational as 

well as unit characteristics.  

 

More generally, advertisements containing asking prices have been used before. 

Examples include Schulz et al (2014) for labor markets and Raff and Trajtenberg 
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(1997) for automobiles. Whether using actual rental data derived from institutional 

records or asking rents drawn from newspaper advertisements, existing historical 

research on housing has paid little attention to the potential selection biases, given 

the dearth of available sources. Samy (2015) does discuss the need to draw his sample 

of mortgage records across the calendar year to avoid seasonal bias. The advantage 

of institutional records is that they usually provide actual rents, but institutions may 

have held a peculiar portfolio of properties relative to the average living dwelling. 

Institutions might have had particular rules about who could rent the properties and 

how often they would be rented and to what types of individuals. The advantage of 

newspaper-created samples is, then, that they are comprised of units presented to the 

open market for rent, which are more likely to be representative of housing market 

activity at each snapshot of time.  

 

 

C. New Housing Data 

Information on rental prices and characteristics at the unit-level was collected from 

newspaper advertisements. This data was geocoded to historical maps of the island 

of Manhattan using the program GIS. The main challenge in completing the geocoding 

task was in locations where public housing projects (or private developments such as 

at Stuyvesant Town) or other major new buildings (Penn Station, for example) have 

been constructed since 1880 which may have changed the street map substantially. 
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Data was collected mostly from the months of March through May for each year from 

the following newspapers: New York Herald (NYH), New York Sun (NYS), New York 

Times (NYT), New York World (NYW) and the Brooklyn Daily Eagle (BDE, the last 

being used in only a few cases). Each year is represented by data from at least two of 

the above newspapers. Advertisements were coded where information was available 

on (at a minimum) the asking rental value and the exact street address of the unit. 

Various additional information was included in the typical advert, such as whether or 

not the unit was furnished; some measure of unit size such as the number of rooms 

or number of stories; whether the unit was located close to public transport; and 

whether an array of amenities such as electricity, steam heating or fixtures and 

fittings were included. Figure 1 shows the distribution of observations according to 

newspaper source. 

 

Figure 1 about here 

 

Some idiosyncrasies of this period suggest that selection bias is not a substantial 

issue. The city was mostly a rental market. Only 9.63% of household heads reported 

real estate holdings in 18702, which decreased to 1.7% owner-occupied dwellings by 

1940.3 Thus, movements in rental prices were relevant for the vast majority of New 

Yorkers. It was a very active market, with families moving frequently based on their 

                                                        
2 1% sample of the Population Census from IPUMS. 
3 1940 Housing Census figures. Home ownership across outer boroughs was greater 
and households were moving out of Manhattan to achieve home ownership 
throughout the latter part of the sample period considered here. 
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economic fortunes of the particular year. An 1875 city directory described how “Of 

all the civilized people on the face of the earth the inhabitants of New York appear to 

be the most inclined to move about” (Sherzer 1992: 19). The market was fairly 

organized so that, even though written leases were very uncommon before World 

War I, the oral terms were quite standard and movement followed the following 

pattern. Landlords would announce to tenants early in the calendar year what the 

rental price would be in the subsequent year and tenants would decide whether to 

stay or move, with moving usually taking place on or around May 1st. Any attempt to 

change the rent mid-year could be resisted by tenants (Fogelson 2013: 32). This 

motivated the data collection strategy of this paper and we do indeed find clustering 

of rental observations in the months of March-April-May. A secondary moving date of 

October 1st is mentioned by, for example, Fogelson (2013: 21) and motivated 

collection of September rents when April was missing. Rees (1961) also looked at 

April and September rents, for these reasons. 

 

Data from Gentzkow et al (2014), deposited with ICPSR, provides information on the 

circulation of the newspapers used for this paper, which range from 34000 for the 

NYT in 1880 to almost half a million for the NYW in 1896. These were all popular 

newspapers and were main sources of information on available rentals, and 

advertised themselves as such. Day (1999: 38) describes how immigrant banks 

advertised frequently in storefronts and papers. This suggests that even immigrant 

groups used newspapers as a source of information for their business life. 
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I collected data on newspaper costs and advertising prices from the sample 

newspapers. The price of buying a daily copy of each paper declined somewhat over 

our sample period. The NYT was the most expensive and attracted a higher-class 

clientele but its price (in 2017 dollars) fell from 96 cents in 1880 to 26 cents in 1910. 

The NYS cost 48 cents in 1880 and 52 cents in 1910. The Conference on Research in 

Income and Wealth (1975) describes how newspapers and periodicals were a regular 

part of the household budget for most families. The price of a line of advertising also 

declined, most notably in the NYT, where it went from 16 2017 dollars per line in 

1880 to 3.86 2017 dollars per line in 1910. The NYH in 1910 charged a bit more, up 

to $7.72 per line. This price has implications about the type of units and rooms that 

were likely to be advertised. The cheapest rooms for rent or rent and board would 

likely only be advertised when multiple rooms were available, as otherwise an 

advertisement could not be justified. Our strategy of building the sample from April 

advertisements, during the busiest moving period, should make it more likely that we 

capture some of the lowest end of the market. However, it is likely that the sample 

does not fully capture the lower tail. We do not observe very many advertisements 

mentioning subletting, for example, even though that was a common practice. A unit 

that was listed at a particular price and size may in fact have been occupied by two 

families, thus reducing rents and housing quality. Further, fashionable and expensive 

units might not have listed a price (we do observe many advertisements that simply 

mention a fair or negotiable rent) or been advertised in newspapers for reasons of 

privacy or exclusivity, so we may miss the extremes of the market but should have 

good coverage of the bulk in between. Below, I discuss a comparison of unit 
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characteristics for sample observations and units advertised without a price, which 

sheds some light on this question. 

 

A variety of different types of apartments and homes are advertised for rent in the 

various newspapers. The NYT does appear to have targeted a wealthier clientele, with 

a higher proportion of units being located next to Central Park and the more 

prominent avenues running North-South from the Park to downtown. Large 

townhouses are advertised alongside smaller apartments or parts of houses to rent. 

Some advertisements offer commercial premises, sometimes with residential rooms 

attached (792 observations in total, which are omitted from the analysis below). All 

of the publications carried “rooms for let” or “boarders wanted” type of adverts, 

targeting those who simply need 1 room, furnished or unfurnished, in a large house. 

In the data collection process, we sampled all of these different types of 

advertisements. Examples can be found in the appendix. 

 

Figures 2 and 3 respectively show the full Manhattan sample for all 31 years, 

geocoded to the historical map and a summary of the spread of observations across 

neighborhoods. These neighborhood definitions were constructed using a modern 

neighborhood boundary shapefile, with some aggregations for neighborhoods that 

were new and small historically. Figure 2 shows that there is good overall coverage 

of the island, with the exception of the Lower East Side.  Figure 3 confirms this and 

also shows that Midtown, Harlem and the Upper West Side were areas that showed a 

lot of rental activity during this period, with relatively little activity on the southern 
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tip of the island, which was already commercial, and the northern extremes, which 

were only becoming developed. 

 

Figures 2 & 3 about here 

 

 

D. Comparison to Existing Literature 

This section presents information on actual rental prices in New York City gleaned 

from the secondary literature on housing.4 It is noted that, while these are somewhat 

informative in validating the new dataset, a main aim of gathering the new 15000-

plus observation sample was to increase sample sizes, and control more rigorously 

for quality differences across units by gathering data on the full set of location and 

unit-specific characteristics that comes from using the wealth of data from the 

newspaper advertisements and geocoding that data to historical maps of Manhattan. 

However, since advertisements provide only asking rents and not actual rents paid, it 

is useful to make the comparison to what has been documented in previous work. The 

use of asking rents in this dataset may give a more accurate picture of the housing 

market (where, again, renting predominated), as it does not limit the sample to units 

that have already been rented for an agreed price. This sample may be more 

representative for those interested in knowing general facts about the historical New 

York City housing market. This contrasts with the more modern literature on housing 

                                                        
4 All figures given in this section are in nominal, contemporary dollars. 
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which relies mostly on sales transactions, limiting the sample to houses that are in 

fact sold, which is also quite a rare event. 

 

The Charity Organization Society of the City of New York’s tenth volume (1900: 3) 

provides some rental data and description of apartments where textile 

manufacturing was taking place (these were typically in or near the Lower East Side 

and may have been tenement buildings). On East 12th Street they list an apartment 

of 4 rooms, inhabited by 2 Austrian families for a total of 7 people, renting for $14. On 

Elizabeth Street 2 Italian families rented 3 rooms for $6, while another 2 Italian 

families rented 3 rooms for twice that price. In my sample are single, furnished rooms 

listed in 1895 and 1896 on East 12th Street for between $2.25 and $4.25 per week. 

Another single, furnished room was listed in 1900 for $3. Scaling up to four rooms, 

the asking prices in my sample are in line with the actual prices given for East 12th 

Street at similar points in time.5 

The Evening World newspaper, (September 23, 1908), listed some non-location 

specific rental and budget information in their editorial section, discussing the 

housing market prevailing in New York City at that time. One letter to the editor 

mentions that the writer was then paying $30 per month for a 4-room heated flat, 

while others mention yearly rents of $288-312. The new rental dataset lists 4-room 

                                                        
5  There are no observations on Elizabeth Street in the newspaper rental sample. 
Gabaccia (1984: 74) provided more rents in her in depth study of Elizabeth Street, 
around 1905. Two room apartments cost $9.50 monthly in a dumbbell tenement. 
50% of apartments had 3 rooms, costing $8-$15 per month while the 20% with 4 
rooms charged about $20 in a new law tenement. 
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apartments in 1908 for $19-65 per month in various locations within the city, 

averaging to $39.50. The new dataset therefore may portray rents as higher than 

actual rents being paid, which could be accurate for 1908 since there may have been 

some price reduction following the 1907 recession which asking rents might not have 

fully adjusted to. Without location information in the secondary literature, it is 

difficult to know which data is biased.  

 

Jacob Riis (1997) cited going rents around 1900 to be $6 for a rear tenement, $17 for 

4 front rooms in more modern tenements. Again, these do not specify exact locations 

but probably refer to the Lower East Side tenement district. The new dataset shows 

single, furnished, front rooms in 1900 had asking rents of $1.50-4 per week, 

suggesting that $6-16 for four rooms was reasonable.  

 

Dora Costa's dataset on women giving birth in the Lying In Hospital in New York City 

lists actual monthly rents paid by those households.6 I looked at 28 observations from 

1910 and compared them to my sample of asking rents. A number of observations 

were close enough geographically for direct comparison. For example, 1 unit from my 

sample was 733 feet from 1 of Costa's observations on West 81st Street. The nominal 

monthly rent from my sample was $12 and $8 for the Costa observation.  Another 

observation was 976 feet away on East 11th Street and again the rent listed in my 

                                                        
6  The dataset was downloaded from Dora L. Costa's website on 8/6/2015: 
http://www.econ.ucla.edu/costa/data.html. It contains exact addresses. 

http://www.econ.ucla.edu/costa/data.html
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dataset was $12 and in Costa's $8. These are most convincing because they contain 

actual addresses and can be compared to co-located observations. 

 

Anbinder (2001) describes an overcrowded Bayard Street apartment in 1885 where 

lodgers paid 5 cents per spot to sleep, while a bed at a lodging house at 508 Pearl 

Street in 1882 cost 12 cents per night and 10 cents for a basement room. The new 

dataset does list a couple of unfurnished rooms to rent in Pearl Street in 1883 and 

1884, and those cost $0.83-1.42 per night. This is substantially more than Anbinder 

finds, suggesting that the newspapers do not advertise places such as 508 Pearl 

Street, which is an extremely cheap boarding house. 

 

Chapin’s (1909) study of living standards in New York City cites a 4-room tenement 

on Essex Street with bathroom for $18 per month in 1905. The new dataset has few 

residential listings in this area but it does show an apartment on Bowery Street 

offered for $15 in 1901 and nightly hotel room rates on Bowery of 25 cents in 1903. 

The per room rate for this hotel is greater than for Chapin’s tenement, but assuming 

that it comes furnished and with some hotel amenities, this is not out of line.  

 

Much of the secondary literature provides rental information for those living in 

tenements, who made up a large share of New York City’s population. The new, 

newspaper-derived, sample may reflect more the changing nature of the New York 

City housing market and may be more representative of classes above tenement-

dwellers. These kinds of comparisons are fairly crude, and as King's Handbook of New 
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York City (1892) outlined, apartment rents showed huge variation at this time, 

depending on a variety of factors such as location, size etc. The direct comparisons 

suggest that our data is in line with what previous researchers have found, but the 

newspaper-derived sample may represent a different basket of properties, targeting 

a wealthier renter, compared to those identified in previous work. We move next to 

more quantifiable comparisons, in order to better assess the size and direction of bias 

in this rental data. 

 

 

E. Subsamples of Data 

This section looks at some summary statistics of various relevant subsamples of the 

dataset. The full sample includes 15068 data points, of which 15063 could be 

geocoded. The sample is further reduced to 12783 once some oversampled months 

are dropped from 1890 and 1891. The 788 commercial observations were dropped, 

as were those not located on Manhattan, leaving a sample of 11,995. 

 

Observations without a rental price 

There are 285 observations that did not list rental prices. These were collected to help 

judge the representativeness of the main sample of 11710 observations which 

contain rental data. Table 1 presents summary statistics of this full sample, plus the 

sample containing no rental data. This last sample is more closely compared to a 

subset of the full data which is limited to the years in which there is at least one data 

point without rental information, so the final column reports differences between 
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those 2 samples. The samples mainly differ according to composition in terms of unit 

mix. Advertisements where no rental price is listed are statistically significantly more 

likely to be houses or boarding opportunities while the main sample is composed 

predominantly of apartments. This unit mix also accounts for the fact that the listings 

without rental prices are more likely to be furnished, since boarding houses were 

almost always furnished. The average location of the observations without rental 

prices is 20 blocks South of the limited years sample with prices. This is also likely 

driven by the unit mix, as boarding houses were located closer to downtown. If we 

restrict to only apartments, where board is not included, then the samples become 

more similar. The number of rooms advertised does become significantly higher in 

the non-price sample, but they are statistically similar based on decoration, elegant, 

furnished and heating and more similar in terms of all improvements. Taken together, 

this evidence suggests that there is a systematic difference in what types of units are 

advertised with and without prices in these historical newspapers, but that their 

characteristics are not significantly different when restricted to similar unit types. 
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Table 1: Summary Statistics by Rental Price Availability 

 Sample with 

Rental Prices 

Limited Years 

with Prices 

Sample 

without Prices 

Difference 

Rooms 5.1 5.3 5.7 -.37 

Decorated 10.1 11.1 9.8 1.3 

Elegant 8.6 9.5 12.3 -2.8 

Improvements 23 23.8 16.8 7*** 

Furnished 23 19.4 33.7 -14.3*** 

Heating 15.2 17.6 13.7 3.9* 

Transport 9.7 9.6 3.2 6.5*** 

House 14.5 13.1 19.6 -6.6*** 

Board 7.8 5.8 18.6 -12.8*** 

Apartment 58.5 64.4 43.5 20.9*** 

Obs 11710 7466 285  

These averages are for residential units. Most statistics are % of apartments reporting 

a particular amenity. The last column depicts the difference between columns 3 and 

4. 

 

1890-1891 

More observations were collected for the years of 1890 and 1891 than any other year 

(1837 and 1421 respectively). This is because all months of the year were considered, 

not just the main sample months of March-May and the secondary months of August-

October. So, we can use this oversample to explore the representativeness of the usual 
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sample months that were used for this paper. The NYS was consulted for the full 24 

months, so we restrict to that sample, which was all coded by the same person, and 

focus on residential apartments that did not include board. For 1891, April was 

indeed the modal month and for 1890 it was March that produced the most usable 

observations. Table 2 displays some summary statistics for sample months (March-

May and August-October) and non-sample months (the remaining months).  

 

Table 2: Summary Statistics by Period 

 Sample Months Non-Sample 

Months 

Difference 

Monthly Rent $30.78 $26.33 4.45*** 

Rooms 5.66 5.55 .12 

Decorated 28.4 30.84 -2.5 

Elegant 27.3 19.3 8*** 

Heating 21.5 20.2 1.3 

Furnished 3.4 8.7 -5.3*** 

Transport 5.2 10.6 -5.3*** 

Observations 553 321  

Notes: These averages are for 1890 and 1891, for the sample drawn from the NYS, of 

residential apartments that do not offer board and for which a monthly rent could be 

calculated. Most statistics are % of apartments reporting a particular amenity. 
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Table 2 shows that rents were significantly higher in the sample months, despite the 

number of rooms in these units being similar. The difference in rents is almost 17%. 

Sample month units were less likely to be furnished but were more likely to highlight 

the elegance of the listing. They were also less likely to report being close to any public 

transport option, although the average sample locations are very similar (within 7 

blocks). Figure 4 plots the observations for 1890 and 1891, where black circles are 

from non-sample months and white circles are sample months. This map suggests 

little difference in location of listings. Though more investigation is needed, this 

analysis suggests that units advertised in the sample period may have been listed at 

higher prices than others, perhaps because of actual higher quality or because many 

people were moving at that time and the available units were those where landlords 

were looking to raise rents the most (so that the current tenants preferred to move 

out). Sample and non-sample month units are broadly similar along most dimensions, 

though. 

 

Figure 4 about here 

 

Observations by newspaper 

The 4 main newspapers used in this paper advertised different types of units. One 

quarter of units advertised in the NYT were houses, while only 5% of the NYW sample 

comprised houses. The share of apartments was fairly similar across all 4 samples, at 

about 60%, but was lowest for the NYS which had only 48%. The NYS gives us the 

largest proportion of rooms with board that we observe in the sample. We look now 
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at summary statistics for each of the 4 newspapers, but limited to apartments within 

those samples, and compare each sample to the full sample averages.  

 

Table 3: Differences by Newspaper Source 

 NYH NYS NYW NYT NYT, 

<1900 

Monthly Rent 51.06*** 30.19*** 27.28*** 50.48*** 53.15*** 

Rooms 5.9*** 5.2*** 4.7*** 5.8*** 6.5*** 

Decorated .08*** .16*** .20*** .11*** .13** 

Elegant .12 .12 .14*** .09*** .11 

Heating .14*** .23 .17*** .31*** .40*** 

Furnished .20*** .05*** .06*** .15*** .11*** 

Transport .20*** .11 .07*** .13 .07** 

Year 1902 1893 1896 1899 1891 

Observations 1235 1056 1321 2209 1027 

Notes: Summary statistics are given for residential units in apartment listings found 

in the 4 newspapers. Data in columns 1-4 were compared for statistically significant 

differences to the overall sample average for apartments, while column 5 (NYT 

sample, restricted to 1880-1899, was compared to the NYS sample, covering the same 

dates). 

 

Table 3 shows that, even if we restrict to comparable housing units, the listings in the 

various newspapers are systematically different from the sample average. The 
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newspapers were sampled in slightly different years, driven by online availability of 

each source, and Table 3 shows the average time period for each paper, which 

compares to that of the overall sample (1897). The NYT was available in almost all of 

the 31 years (29 in fact), while the NYS was available until 1900 (20 years in total). 

To investigate whether the date of observations is the key drivers of differences 

across papers here, we can restrict further to comparing apartments listed in the NYS 

and NYT, up to 1900. This is shown by the columns in bold in Table 3. The NYS and 

NYT had similar numbers of observations of apartments up to 1900 but the NYT 

apartments were clearly superior in terms of size (proxied by number of rooms), the 

provision of heating and with a higher likelihood of being furnished. These units had 

much higher asking rents which seem warranted, given these advantages. Figure 5 

plots the NYT and NYS pre-1900 data side by side on the Manhattan map. NYT data is 

plotted as green dots, the NYS as red dots. The maps show that there is not a drastic 

difference in the geographic location of these advertisements, although the NYS 

concentrates more on both the lower part of the island and on the upper portions 

which were very newly developing in this period. The NYT is slightly more 

concentrated in more fashionable areas around Central Park. 

 

Figure 5 about here 

 

Overall, this section shows that, if the goal is to build a picture of the overall housing 

market for New York City in this historical period, consulting more than one or even 
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two sources is crucial. Newspapers advertised to distinctive clientele and with 

distinctive units. 

 

 

F. Building-Level Census Data 

I searched for the new sample addresses found in newspapers in the 1880 Census and 

identified individuals living at those addresses. We cannot say for sure that they paid 

the asking rent listed in the advertisements or that they lived in an identical unit, but 

it is likely that their units were very close to what was advertised. 

 

I looked up 270 NYH, NYS and NYT observations for 1880 in the full count data for 

that Census, and located 180 addresses. Misspellings and missing address 

information is the likely reason for the low percentage of addresses found. Addresses 

may have been misread in the original newspapers too, so that we were looking for 

an address that didn’t exist. I have data on 1849 individuals from the 1880 Census 

who lived at the sample addresses.  

 

Firstly, I constructed summary statistics of characteristics of households that were in 

enumeration districts found in the new rental sample and for those enumeration 

districts on which I have no rental price information. This revealed that there is a 

systematic difference between rental sample districts and non-rental sample districts 
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along almost all dimensions that I measured. 7  The former were statistically 

significantly more likely to contain units occupied by native-born individuals whose 

parents were also native-born (you might call this group “native-squared”), whereas 

the non-rental sample districts contained a greater share foreign-born and second 

generation immigrants. This again suggests that newspapers may have been 

advertising predominantly to the more stable, existing populations than to immigrant 

groups. Perhaps because of these demographic differences, the rental sample districts 

were also less likely to report women working and they were engaged in higher status 

jobs, whether using the occupation scores provided by the Census or the HISCO 

classification.8 

 

Focusing only on enumeration districts that contained rental observations, I then 

compared means for observations that were in the rental sample with those that were 

not. The means for these two groups were much more similar than I found in the 

above exercise. The main significant differences are found in occscores, which are 

significantly higher for the rental data group, even though the HISCO score does not 

significantly differ, and the number of people per household, which is significantly 

smaller for the rental data group. The nativity variables are well balanced across the 

two groups, while the share non-white is negligible in the rental data group compared 

                                                        
7 I do not report the full table of summary statistics here but the results are available 
upon request. 
8 I only matched to HISCO for the occupations that were reported by rental sample 
observations so the HISCO means are for a subset of total observations. HISCO codes 
were obtained from this website, and have been used as a measure of occupational 
status in many other studies: http://historyofwork.iisg.nl. 
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to the non-rental data group. This last effect is interesting again as it may indicate that 

newspapers did not target the non-white market in its advertisements, and indeed, 

only in a small fraction of cases did an advertisement specify that it wanted to attract 

“colored” tenants. It may be that this group mainly rented as sub-letters, or found 

accommodation through some other medium. 

 

In general, this dip into the Census data highlights that subletting must have been a 

much bigger phenomenon than is identified through the newspaper rental 

advertisements. In only a handful of cases was subletting explicitly mentioned by the 

adverts, but there were 6.8-6.9 people living in these households on average, with 

only .11 boarder per family reported. It seems likely that either multiple families lived 

in a household (sometimes including a boarder), or the definition of a family extended 

to grandparents and other relatives, probably adult ones given that the average age 

observed was about 29. This needs to be born in mind when thinking about an advert 

as advertising a family unit.  

 

This gives a rough picture of the types of people found in the sample houses. More 

could be done to investigate further the importance of housing as a component of 

living standards for this period, and possibly to investigate bias in housing markets 

during this period. 
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E. Conclusion 

Rents have received relatively little attention in the historical literature on living 

standards. This paper presents a new sample that can be used to build a picture of 

historical housing markets and to construct new estimates of quality-adjusted 

housing rents that might update existing cost of living measures. The results of 

analyzing the current sample for selection biases suggest that additional sources be 

consulted to address the relative lack of observations in the Lower East Side area of 

Manhattan in particular, which was densely populated with immigrants at this time. 

This might include Yiddish-language newspapers or records of immigrant societies. 

In general, a broader range of sources might be consulted, such as rental records from 

institutional landholders on the island. This last approach mirrors that taken by G. 

Clark 2002, Devaney 2010, and Drelichman and Gonzalez Aguda 2014. There is an 

archive for the Trinity Church properties that may be fruitful and which this author 

has just visited and collected rental data from 1900-1920 for and lease data from 

1868 to 1900. 

 

Finally, it should be acknowledged that concern about selection bias in this sample 

will depend on the use to which the data is put. Where the data is used to, say, 

construct a quality-adjusted rental price index for the island of Manhattan then the 

use of hedonic regression methodology and the fact that the final dataset proved rich 

in unit characteristics and is matched at a very fine level to nearby amenities and 

disamenities will allow the user to control for composition bias in the sample. This 

would not be possible with a less rich dataset or if the repeated sales/letting 
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methodology were preferred. Similarly, to construct quality-adjusted indexes for 

different social strata or different geographic areas, we would want to be sure that 

the sample had good coverage in all of these dimensions. Were we forced to use a 

repeated transactions approach then these composition issues might be of greater 

concern.  
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Figures 

 

Figure 1: Rents by Newspaper Source 
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Figure 2: Geographic Coverage 

 

Notes: The observations off the Manhattan map are the few observations coded that 

lie in the Bronx, Brooklyn or other outlying areas. 
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Figure 3: Rents by Neighborhood 
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Figure 4: 1890-1891 Rental Data, by Sample Status 
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Figure 5: Pre-1900 Rents for Two Newspapers 
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Appendix 

Examples of Rental Advertisements from Newspapers 

A. New York Times, March 3, 1880 

 

 

B. New York World, April 9, 1889 
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